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Graphic Node Revamps Its Template Collection for iWork
Published on 11/04/15
Graphic Node today announces Bundle for iWork 4.0 for OS X, a freshly revamped application
previously marketed as Set for iWork. Bundle for iWork carries an impressive selection of
designs, with over 2,000 unique designs for Pages documents, 270 spreadsheet templates for
Numbers, 116 slideshow themes for Keynote, and 1,170 images for illustrating users'
content. Beside the new name, this version will feature over 400 previously unreleased
designs, and full support for OS X El Capitan.
Sakiai, Lithuania - Graphic Node, a graphic design company that specializes in creating
themes, templates, and illustrations for OS X, today introduces the freshly revamped
Bundle for iWork app, which was previously marketed as Set for iWork. Beside the new name,
this version will feature over 400 previously unreleased designs, full support for OS X El
Capitan, and a price drop from $49.99 to $39.99.
After the latest update, Bundle for iWork carries an impressive selection of designs: over
2,000 unique designs for Pages documents, 270 spreadsheet templates for Numbers, 116
slideshow themes for Keynote, and 1,170 images for illustrating users' content. They cover
everything from brochures and business cards to vacation planners to photos and 3D
objects. All templates are available in the US and international paper sizes.
"This is our key product for iWork, so we pay special attention to making it indispensable
for our users," says Jolita Unguvaitiene, Graphic Node's general manager. "Apart from the
new content and the lower price, we have made some interface improvements and redesigned
the icons of all the different sets include."
System Requirements:
* Pages 5.0, Keynote 6.0 and Numbers 3.0 or later
* OS X 10.8 or later
* 64-bit processor
* 294 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Bundle for iWork 4.0 is $39.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and
available worldwide through the Mac App Store in the Productivity category. The iOS
version of Bundle for iWork has also been updated with the new content and is available on
the App Store for $9.99 (USD). For more information and design samples, users can visit
Graphic Node's web site.
Graphic Node:
http://graphicnode.com
Bundle for iWork 4.0:
http://graphicnode.com/bundle-for-iwork/
Purchase and Download (MAS):
https://itunes.apple.com/app/set-for-iwork/id538727314
Screenshot:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple69/v4/05/cd/b1/05cdb128-dd13-4c5c-9d50-ae63f431c1ee/s
creen800x500.jpeg
Application Icon:
http://graphicnode.com/testdrive/wp-content/uploads/icon_256x2561.png
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Graphic Node, a graphic design company that specializes in creating themes, templates, and
illustrations for OS X. Copyright (C) 2015 Graphic Node. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the
Apple logo, Mac OS X and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S.
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